When we want to predict the future, we compute it from what we know about the present. Specifically, we take a mathematical representation of observed reality, plug it into some dynamical equations, and then map the time-evolved result back to real-world predictions. But while this computational process can tell us what we want to know, we have taken this procedure too literally, implicitly assuming that the universe must compute itself in the same manner. Physical theories that do not follow this computational framework are deemed illogical, right from the start. But this anthropocentric assumption has steered our physical models into an impossible corner, primarily because of quantum phenomena. Meanwhile, we have not been exploring other models in which the universe is not so limited. In fact, some of these alternate models already have a well-established importance, but are thought to be mathematical tricks without physical significance. This essay argues that only by dropping our assumption that the universe is a computer can we fully develop such models, explain quantum phenomena, and understand the workings of our universe.
Isaac Newton taught us some powerful and useful mathematics, dubbed it the "System of the World", and ever since we've assumed that the universe actually runs according to Newton's overall scheme.
Even though the details have changed, we still basically hold that the universe is a computational mechanism that takes some initial state as an input and generates future states as an output. Or as Seth Lloyd says, "It's a scientific fact that the universe is a big computer". [1] Such a view is so pervasive that only recently has anyone bothered to give it a name: Lee Smolin now calls this style of mathematics the "Newtonian Schema". [2] Despite the classical-sounding title, this viewpoint is thought to encompass all of modern physics, including quantum theory. This assumption that we live in a Newtonian Schema Universe (NSU) is so strong that many physicists can't even articulate what other type of universe might be conceptually possible.
When examined critically, the NSU assumption is exactly the sort of anthropocentric argument that physicists usually shy away from. It's basically the assumption that the way we humans solve physics problems must be the way the universe actually operates. In the Newtonian Schema, we first map our knowledge of the physical world onto some mathematical state, then use dynamical laws to transform that state into a new state, and finally map the resulting (computed) state back onto the physical world. This is useful mathematics, because it allows us humans to predict what we don't know (the future), from what we do know (the past). But is it a good template for guiding our most fundamental physical theories? Is the universe effectively a quantum computer? This essay argues "no" on both counts; we have erred by assuming the universe must operate as some corporeal image of our calculations. This is not to say there aren't good arguments for the NSU. But it is the least-questioned (and most fundamental) assumptions that have the greatest potential to lead us astray. When quantum experiments have thrown us non-classical curveballs, we have instinctively tried to find a different NSU to make sense of them. Thanks to this deep bias, it's possible that we have missed the bigger picture: the mounting evidence that the fundamental rules that govern our universe cannot be expressed in terms of the Newtonian Schema. It's evidence that we've so far found a way to fold back into an NSU, but at a terrible cost -and without debate or recognition that we've already developed the core framework of a promising alternative. Section II will detail the problems that arise when one tries to fit quantum phenomena into an NSU.
The following sections will then outline the alternative to the NSU and show how it naturally resolves these same problems. The conclusion is that the best framework for our most fundamental theories is not the Newtonian Schema, but a different approach that has been developed over hundreds of years, with ever-growing importance to all branches of physics.
It seems astounding that we have not recognized this alternate mathematics as a valid Schema in its own right, but no alternative makes sense if we've already accepted Lloyd's "fact" that the universe is a (quantum) computer. Only by recognizing that the NSU is indeed an assumption can we undertake an objective search for the best description of our universe.
II. CHALLENGES FROM THE QUANTUM
Until the 20th century, the evidence against the NSU was circumstantial at best. One minor issue was that (fundamental) classical laws can equally well be run forward and backward -say, to retrodict the historical locations of planets. So there's nothing in the laws to imply that the universe is a forward-running computer program, calculating the future from some special initial input. Instead, every moment is just as special as every other moment.
Of course, the same is true for a deterministic and reversible computer algorithm -from the data at any time-step, one can deduce the data at all other timesteps. Combined with a special feature of the Big Bang (its status as an ordered, low-entropy boundary condition), this concern mostly vanishes.
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But quantum phenomena raise three major challenges to the NSU. Standard quantum theory deals with each of them in basically the same way -by 1 Although it does raise questions, such as why the laws happen to be time-symmetric, if the boundary conditions are so time-asymmetric.
assuming the NSU must be correct, and using suspiciously anthropocentric reasoning to recast the universe in an image of our quantum calculations. Once again, since we are restricted from knowing the exact outcome, conventional quantum theory puts the same restrictions on the NSU itself. In step 3, the story goes, not even the universe knows which particular outcome will occur. And yet one particular outcome does occur, at least when one looks. Even worse, the measurement process blurs So it's perhaps unsurprising that many physicists imagine an NSU that ignores step 3 altogether; the universe is simply the computation of the everevolving Schrödinger equation, the mismatch with reality notwithstanding. The only consistent way to deal with this mismatch is to take the Everettian view that our entire experience is just some small, subjective sliver of an ultimate objective reality -a reality that we do not experience. [4] Which brings us to the third challenge to the NSU:
the dimensionality of the quantum state itself. The phenomenon of quantum entanglement -where the behaviors of distant particles are correlated in strikingly non-classical ways -seems to require a quantum state that does not fit into the spacetime we experience. The quantum state of a N-particle system formally lives in a "configuration space" of 3N dimensions. If the universe is the self-computation of such a state, then we live in a universe of enormous dimensionality. Any consistent, NSU view of quantum theory (not merely the Everettians) must maintain that Einstein's carefully-constructed spacetime is fundamentally incorrect. Instead, one must hold that Schrödinger accidentally stumbled onto the correct mathematical structure of the entire universe.
Of course, configuration space was not an invention of Schrödinger's; it continues to be used in statistical mechanics and other fields where one does not know the exact state of the system in question.
Poker probabilities, for example, are computed in such a space. Only after the cards are turned face up does this configuration space of possibilities collapse into one actual reality.
In the case of cards, though, it's clear that the underlying reality was there all along -configuration space is used because the players lack information.
In the case of a theory that underlies everything, that's not an option. Either the quantum state neglects some important "hidden variables", or else reality is actually a huge-dimensional space. Conventional thinking denies any hidden variables, and therefore gives up on ordinary spacetime. Again, note the anthropocentrism: we use configuration spaces to calculate entangled correlations, so the universe must be a configuration space.
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The NSU becomes almost impossible to maintain in the face of all these challenges. Treating the universe as a computer requires us to dramatically alter our dynamical equations, expand reality to an uncountable number of invisible dimensions, and finesse a profound mismatch between the "output" of the equations and what we actually observe.
Of course, no one is particularly happy with this state of affairs, and there are many research programs that attempt to solve each of these problems.
But almost none of these programs are willing to throw out the deep NSU assumption that may be at ultimate fault. This is all the more surprising given that there is a well-established alternative to the Newtonian Schema; a highly regarded mathematical framework that is in many ways superior. The barrier is that practically no one takes this mathematics literally, as an option for how the universe might "work". The next sections will outline this alternative and reconsider the above challenges. To summarize the Lagrangian Schema, one sets up a (reversible) two-way map between physical events and mathematical parameters, partially constrains those parameters on some spacetime boundary at both the beginning and the end, and then uses a global rule to find the values of the unconstrained parameters. These calculated parameters can then be mapped back to physical reality.
IV. NEWTON VS. LAGRANGE
There are two fairly-widespread attitudes when it comes to the Lagrangian Schema. The first is that the above mathematics is just that -mathematicswith no physical significance. Yes, it may be beautiful, it may be powerful, but it's not how our universe really works. It's just a useful trick we've discovered.
The second attitude, often held along with the first, is that action minimization is provably equivalent to the usual Newtonian Schema, so there's no point in trying to physically interpret the Lagrangian Schema in the first place.
To some extent, these two attitudes are at odds with each other. If the two schemas are equivalent, then a physical interpretation of one should map to the other. Still, the arguments for "schemaequivalence" need to be more carefully dismantled. This is easiest in the quantum domain, but it's instructive to first consider a classical case, such as A common complaint at this point is that the above feature is a bug, in that it somehow makes the Lagrangian Schema unable to make predictions.
After all, what we usually want to know is the out-come B given the input A, or at least the conditional probability P (B i |A) (the probability of some possible outcome B i given A). to compute an expected joint probability P (A, B i ) for each possibility. It's then a simple matter to normalize subject to some particular initial condition A and generate the conditional probabilities P (B i |A).
These probabilities live in our heads until the actual outcome appears and show us what has been the case all along, at which point we update our incomplete knowledge. This is basic Bayesian probability (see the above poker example), and many have noted that it is a more natural interpretation of the standard quantum "collapse". [10, 11] Finally, consider the challenge of quantum entanglement. The problem with the NSU mindset is that it demands an input state that can compute all possible outputs, even if we don't know what type of measurement will eventually be made. In Nparticle systems, the number of possible future measurements goes up exponentially with N. Keeping track of *all* possible future measurements requires a state that lives in an enormous configuration space.
It simply doesn't "fit" in the universe we observe, or in Einstein's GR.
But as we've seen, the NSU conflates the information we humans need to solve a problem and the data that must actually correspond to reality. In any particular case, a vast portion of this traditional quantum state turns out to be needless -it never gets mapped to reality and is erased by the so-called "collapse". That's because all possible measurements don't occur; only the actual measurement occurs.
Once the future measurement choice is known, the joint probabilities take on familiar forms, with descriptions that have exact mathematical analogies to cases that do fit in spacetime. [6, 12] Which brings us to the key point: If one wants When viewed from a Lagrangian Schema mindset, the transition from classical to quantum phenomena is not only less jarring, but is arguably a natural extension. Sure, some things have to change -perhaps extending the principle of action minimization [7] -but they're changes that only make sense in an LSU, with no NSU translation. Classical physics provided a few cases where the two Schemas seemed to almost overlap, perhaps lulling us into a feeling that these two approaches must always overlap. But the fact that quantum phenomena are so incomprehensible in an NSU, and more natural in an LSU, should make us consider whether we've been using a deeply flawed assumption all along.
VI. CONCLUSIONS: OUR LAGRANGIAN UNIVERSE
The best reasons for taking the Lagrangian supposed to meet? Doesn't Bell's Theorem [13] prove that quantum correlations can't be caused by past hidden variables? A close look reveals these questions are already biased -they all implicitly assume that we live in an NSU. But without the mentality that the past "causes" the future by some algorithmic process, the above questions are no longer well-posed.
Constructing a complete theory built upon the Lagrangian Schema is a vast project, one that has barely even begun. The necessary first step, though, is to recognize that the NSU is an assumption, not a statement of fact. Even then, it will be difficult to put such a deep bias behind us completely, to distinguish our most successful calculations from our most fundamental physical models. But it also wasn't easy to fight other anthropocentric tendencies, and yet the Earth isn't the center of the universe, our sun is just one of many, there is no preferred frame of reference. Now there's one last anthropocentric attitude that needs to go, the idea that the computations we perform are the same computations performed by the universe, the idea that the universe is as 'in the dark' about the future as we are ourselves.
Laying this attitude to one side, at least temporarily, opens up a beautiful theoretical vista. We can examine models that have no Newtonian Schema representation, and yet nicely incorporate quantum phenomena into our best understanding of spacetime. We can treat the universe as a global, four- It is these models, the balance of the evidence suggests, that have a chance of representing how our universe really works. Not as we humans solve problems, not as a computer, but as something far grander.
